
True Automated Lift™  
 

Installation Instructions 
 

1) Installation Sequence - Do not deviate from this sequence.  
 

- Assemble arm 
- Install arm in cover  
- Set cabinet height 
- Attach arm to cabinet 
- Attach cabinet to spa 
- Anchor cabinet to foundation 
- Attach cable to arm 
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2) Tools and Supplies Required, Fastener Planning, Electrical Plan.  
 

a. Tools Required 
i. Drill and bits for drilling holes attaching the lift to the spa and its              

foundation. The drill will also be used to rotate the motor assembly to             
during installation. There is a ¼ hex nipple located on the top of the motor               
where the drill can be attached to operate the lift without power. 

ii. 1/8” and 5/32” Allen bits or wrenches 
iii. 3/8” and 7/16” socket heads and /or wrenches 
iv. Very Helpful - 11” Ryobi Flexible Shaft Bit Extension 
v. Very Helpful - Dewalt 3/16” drill bit, 12” long 

vi. Heavy duty shipping. 
 

b. Supplies Required and Fastener Planning 
i. Foundation Anchor - Cabinet to foundation. To Be Determined by installer.           

All foundations are different. Typical decks are wood or concrete. Each of            
these require different type of attachment methods. Do not install the lift            
on paver stone or loose flat rock. 

ii. Cabinet Fasteners- Cabinet to spa. To Be Determined by installer. All spas            
are different in their internal structure. Common internal structures are          
wood, molded plastic members, and formed sheet steel. Nerok has          
supplied (4) Screws, 1/4" Dia. x 4.00" Lg. and black nylon spacers. Other             
type screws maybe required. Select fasteners that can be screwed into           
these members from the inside the cabinet and long enough to           
accommodate the necessary spacers to off-set the cabinet from the spa’s           
upper lip by at least ½”. 

iii. Switch Wire fasteners to secure the switch control wire’s path from the lift             
cabinet to the switch location. To Be Determined by installer.  

iv. Electrical and Controls Plan - Determine how and where the lift will be             
connected to power and where the switch will be located. Reference           
section “Connecting the power and Open/Close Switch” for details. 

c. Electrical Plan – Refer to Section 13 for Power and Control Switch installation             
instructions.  

 
3) Locate the parts for this these arm assemblies. 

 

 
                       Shoulder arm bracket     Center hinge assemble         Tip assembly 
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i. Center elbow brackets (3) 03-06.1 and (3) 03-07.2.  

 
      03-06.1         03-07.2 

 
ii. End Tip brackets (1) 04-09.1. and (1) 04-08.1.  

 

  
 

iii. Spring Backing Plates (3) 
 

 
 

iv. Elbow springs (Left and Right 03-08) 
 

 
Elbow Springs and Tube 

v. Front panel (8” wide) 
vi. Back panel (24” wide) 

vii. Spring Containment Tube 03-10.1 
viii. Nylon Straps (3) 
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4) Assembling the Arm - Position the brackets, springs, and Polycarbonate Panels (PP) to             
obtain the correct orientation of all parts. (Reference Drawings for Number Description) 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

a. Attach the elbow assembly to the PPs. Locate the following and assemble as             
drawn. (Do not attach Bracket 04-08.1, this bracket is the bracket under the tip              
and will be attached later.) 

i. 5/32” Allen wrench and a 7/16” socket wrench 
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ii. 8 stainless steel fasteners, ¼-20 x 1”, washers, nuts 
iii. 8” and 24” wide arm panel, 48” in length 

 
b. Elbow Assemble 

 

 
 

i. Bolt (3) brackets 03-07.2 to the top of the front and back panels with 10-32               
Flat head bolts, (2) washers per bolt, and T-Nuts 

ii. Insert the legs of each spring into the back panel separately.  
iii. Insert the Spring Stabilizer Tube into the springs and screw in center screw.  
iv. Tape the legs together and insert the two legs into the front panel             

together. This will take some wiggling and maneuvering to get the springs            
positioned correctly. 

v. Zip-tie the springs in place. Make sure the zip-tie head is pushed down into              
its hole. 

vi. Center the bracket 03-03.1 on the opposite end of the springs on the 24”              
back panel and attach. (Installer’s Trick – Use double sided carpet tape            
between the bracket and the panel before attaching with screws.  

 

 
 

5) Attaching the Lift Arm to the TAL “ready” Cover. 
 

a. Remove Vinyl Skin from the cover’s cores 
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TAL Ready Cover has three zippers 

 

  
Fold Back vinyl and keep the zipper tabs 

 

 
Expose the Front 8” channel and Back 24” channel 

 
b. Lay the arm on a flat surface with the springs down and bracket upward.  

 

 
 

a. Thread the (3) straps thru the slotted hole on the brackets and put on top of the                 
brackets and out of the way. 
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b. Insert the edge of core into center hinge brackets first. 

 

 
 

c. Install the remaining front bracket 04-09.1 under the front tip of the arm.  
d. Connect straps 
e. Cover – reinforce with shipping tape any contact point between the arm and the              

core.  
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6) Attaching the Cable Termination Block 
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a. Tools Required 1/8” and 5/32” Allen head bits or wrenches. 
b. Place the cover on the spa or a flat surface.  
c. The cable block and mounts assembly comes attached to the cable. Disassemble            

this assembly. 
d. Reassembly the cable block on to the brackets. It is easier to attach these parts               

now before the arm is inserted between the vinyl cover and foam core. This              
helps prevent damage to the vinyl cover during inserting the arm under the vinyl              
cover. This block will be removed and reinstalled again when the final cable             
connection is made.  

e. Locate Nerok Parts 04-02, 03 (2), 04, 08, and 4 fasteners. 
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                                      Cable Block 04-02  

 
                       Cable Termination Mount 04-03 (2)  
 

 
Cable Termination Spacer 04-08  
 

f. Attach the Cable Block – The (2) 04-03 brackets, 04-04 thin plate, and the cable               
block, will be attached on the topside centered on the front 8” wide panel, with               
the centerline of the eyelet shoulder bolt being 17 inches from the front tip of               
the panel. Add Photo 

g. Unzip all (4) zippers.  
h. Do not cut the vinyl for the cable block. This is the very last step of the                 

installation sequence. 
i. Replace Vinyl. 

 
7) Setting cabinet height. 

 

 
 

a. Adjusting the cabinet height will first require opening the front cover of the             
cabinet. This will require the eight (8) 10-32 Button Head Screws and nuts             
provided, 1/8” Allen head bit or wrench, Phillips head bit and a 3/8” socket or               
wrench.  

b. Determine these two measurements; 
i. Measure the spa height or the Spa Height (SH). This measurement can also             

be obtained from the spa manual.  
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ii. Measure the Cover Edge Thickness (CET). This is the thickness of the cover             
at the cover’s edge closest to the cabinet  

iii. The Cabinet Height (CH). 
1. CH = SH + 4.5 inches for 2 to 4-inch tapered cover,  
2. CH = SH + 5.5 inches for 3 to 5-inch tapered cover,  
3. For thicker covers, add one additional inch of cabinet height for           

each additional inch of cover. (i.e. plus 6.5, 7.5, 8.5) 
c. To set lift cabinet height – Place the cabinet on an elevated workplace on its               

back with the front facing upward. Unscrew the front cover from the cabinet and              
remove any shipping screws or Zip-ties holding the base in place for shipping.             
This cover is attached with (10) self-tapping screws and (two) 10-32 Button Head             
Screws that bolt into the bottom plate.  

d. Measure and position the base to make the cabinet the desired height and             
attach with fasteners. If the desired cabinet’s height falls between two           
adjustment holes, choose the higher hole adjustment. (Installer’s Trick - For a            
quick height check. Put several screws in the adjustment hole, without the bolts,             
and right the cabinet to test the height, make adjustments if needed, then             
complete attachment.) Add Photo 

e. Important note – Safety Feature - The lift cabinet is equipped with floating             
shoulders where the arm attaches to the cabinet. This floating action of the arm              
allows for the shoulder arm to move upward 1.5 inches if obstructed at the spa               
rim. If desired cabinet height falls in-between adjustment holes, raise the cabinet            
height to the next higher adjustment settings to insure maximum upward float            
of the shoulder. The directional spring forces the arm to fall forward during             
closing. 

 

                       
                    Floating Shoulder  
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                             Lowest Position              Highest Position         Directional Spring 

                                                                                                                               (Internal View) 
 

8) Attach Arm to Cabinet.  
 

a. Place the cover and arm assembly on the spa. 
 

 
      Locate hole                    Remove Vinyl               Attach bolts 
                                               Around Holes 
 

b. Attach the arm assembly to the shoulder bracket with 8 Head Cap Screws ¼”-20,              
¾” fasteners. Hand tighten all screws. Do not use a power tool to screw or               
tighten these nuts.  

 
9) Attach Cabinet to Spa. 

 

 
 

a. Plan Ahead - Before final attachment of the cabinet to the spa, read and plans               
for anchoring the cabinet to its foundation in Section 10 below.  
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b. Spa Structural Members – As researched in Section 2 - Remove spa’s side panel              
to determine where and how the lift cabinet is to be attached. Locate the upper               
and lower horizontal structural members of the spa with which the spa’s side             
panels are attached. These could be wood, plastic, or steel. Some spas may             
require additional structural support not provided by Nerok. Locate and measure           
the locations of these structural members and transfer the measurements to the            
outside side panel. 

c. Lift Cabinet – Inside the lift’s cabinet are 4 sets of 9-holes, spaced 1 inch apart,                
located in the upper and lower inside corners of the back of the cabinet. Locate               
and mark which hole best matches up with the measurement previously marked            
on the spa side panel. ADD Photo 

d. Access to the lower right set of adjustment holes may require removal of the              
bracket containing the lift’s control enclosure. To access these holes, use a 5/16”             
socket wrench with a 12” extension bit to loosen these nuts and slide the PCB’s               
bracket up and out of their slotted holes. Only loosen the nuts enough to raise               
and remove the bracket. Caution – Do not pull or stress the wires coming from               
the PC enclosure. If needed, place enclosure on a raised box in front of the               
cabinet to insure no pulling or stress on these wires.  

e. Nerok has supplied 4 Hex Head Lag Screw, 1/4" Dia. x 4.00" Lg. and spacers that                
can be used for wood, plastic, and may work with some steel structural member,              
depending on the steel gauge. Below are alternative. 

 

 
Spaces and Example Alternative Fasteners 

 
f. Center the cover/lift cabinet, so the cover is centered front to back, and left to               

right on the spa, and the cabinet clears the spa shell lip by at least ½”. 
 

 
Center Cabinet on Back of Spa 
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Square Cabinet 

 

 
 Measure for Spacers 

 

 
Drill and Screw Cabinet to Spa 

 
g. Square, Measure and Drill - Measure and accumulate the necessary spacers to            

insure ½” clearance. (Installer’s Trick: Home Depot sells a Dewalt 3/16” drill bit,             
12” long, that makes drilling these pilot holes from inside the cabinet very easy.) 

h. Note before final attachment. Depending on the foundation and fasteners used           
to attach the cabinet to its foundation, you may want to temporarily attach the              
cabinet to the spa to mark and drill any foundation holes before final cabinet and               
spa attachment. Accessing these holes may require disassembling or moving the           
cabinet aside. The location of these holes can only be determined after the             
cabinet’s position is determined.  (See Section 10) 

i. Start with the top screws when screwing of the cabinet to the spa and work your                
way down to the lower cabinet screws.  

 
10) Anchor Cabinet to Foundation. 

 
a. Do not install the lift on a paver stone or loose flat rock. Only install on                

concrete or wood deck.  
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                                             Mark location for anchor 
 

b. Determine the best fasteners to be used for either a concrete or wood deck              
foundation.  This requires 4 fasteners. Nerok does not supply these fasteners.  

c. Attach the cabinet base to the foundation 
 
 
11) Connecting Power and Switch – Use a licensed electrician to make all electrical connections.              

Know and comply with all local electrical codes 
Power Connection - There are several choices on how the lift can be connected to electrical                

power. The lift requires a GFI protected circuit with at least a 15-amp fuse and pulls a                 
range between 4 to 7-amps during opening, depending upon the weight of the cover. 

i. Plugged-In Method - The lift can be plugged into a GFI protected 110-volt             
household receptacle with a 15-amp fuse. The cord is 8 feet long.  

ii. Power Panel Method - The lift should be hard wired into a power panel              
with a GFI breaker. This method will require cutting off the supplied plug             
and making the hard wiring the connection. 

 
Switch Connection  

i. The switch is a “dead man” type safety switch that will spring back to the               
off position if you let go of the switch. 

ii. The switch is pre-wired into the controls enclosure and has a 20-foot lead             
wire. Warning - If all 20-feet is not needed, the remaining wire should not              
be pulled back into the cabinet. The wire can interfere with the slide             
column, cable drum, or the Cable Tension Bracket. Doing so, can void            
warranty. 

iii. Permanently mount the switch in a location with the best view of the spa              
and cover during operation. The switch enclosure should be screwed into a            
vertical surface at least 5 feet off the ground. 

iv. The switch has a 2-second delay before operating in either directions to            
allow cover movement to cease.  

v. Tacking down the switch wires should be done last, after the first run of the               
lift. 

 
12) Attach Cable to Arm  
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a. Unzip the front zipper and remove the cable block previously installed from its             
mounting brackets. The cable termination block (Nerok-04-02.1) should be         
attached to the arm panel and located under the vinyl cover. This will require a               
5/32” hex head Allen wrench. 

b. There are two option to unwind the cable: Drill and Switch Methods. When             
unspooling the cable always keep the cable taut. The cable is new and will want               
to un-spool off the drum. 

 

 
Drill Method – One person will operate the drill  
attached to the ¼ inch nipple on top of the motor  
and the second person will pull the cable out over  
the cover until it reaches the cable block brackets  

under the vinyl cover.  
 
 

 
Switch Method – One hand pulls cable; one hand turns the  
switch in the closing direction. Notice that the slide column is  

raised during this operation keeping the cable taut.  
 

i. Re-zip all zippers. 
ii. Check the vinyl cover and make sure it is centered, front to back, and left to                

right, and that cover’s vinyl is stretched evenly across the foam core. The             
next step is to cut the slots for the cable mounting brackets in the vinyl               
cover. 

iii. Locate the two mounting brackets pushing up from under the cover. Add            
photo 
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iv. Check twice, cut once. With a utility knife, make one 1/2” cut along the top               
center of each of the two brackets. Then push down on the vinyl pushing              
the brackets up thru the cuts. This should form a tight snug fit around              
these brackets. 

                    
                   Cable mounting brackets after the cut 

 
v. Attach the cable and block with the axel bolt off-set to the front of the spa.                

This may take some maneuvering since the tolerances are tight to insure            
proper operation. 

vi. Use the drill to rotate the motor and tighten the cable 
 

13) First Run Test and Check List 
 
1st Run - First Test Run is done with a drill attached to the motor. This is done to ensure correct                     

installation, snug cover and arm attachment, and correct cable path movement. Open            
and close the lift slowly so any correction can be seen and corrected before any damage                
is done to the cover or lift. Pay special attention to how the cable block mates with the                  
top of the raised column and if the arm and attached foam core is being flexed. If the                  
column needs to be raised slightly, remove a set of the rubber stop pads. (See Image)                
ADD IMAGE 

 
2nd Run - The Second Test Run is done via the control switch and done in small pulses with the                    

same equipment checks. During the power connection step, the 12-volt switch wire was             
not tacked down. This gives the installer the freedom of movement around the spa              
during the first run and the ability to see and stop operation at the sight of anything                 
needing attention. 

 
Check List 

 
a. Check to make sure all zippers are fully zipped closed.  
b. Check to make sure the cable is taut and correctly spooled onto the cable drum.  
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Cable Drum and Drum Cage 

 
c. Check to ensure there are no wires in the path of the slide column (ADD Image) 
d. Check to ensure that the Cable Tension Bracket (CTB) is moving freely in both 

directions allowing it to move freely from its Open to Closed orientations.  
 

Cable Tension Bracket 

 
      Front CTB View           Top down CTB View 

 
e. Position yourself behind the cabinet so you can see the motor assembly inside             

the cabinet.  
f. With the switch in hand, turn and hold the switch to the right “Open” position               

for 3 to 5 seconds and let go of the switch. There will be a 2 second delay before                   
operation will start. Correct or adjust the cover or cable, where needed and             
repeat. Turn off the electrical power to the lift before making any adjustment             
to the cable within the cabinet.  

g. New Cable Stretch - In the first several seconds of the first time, the cable will 
begin to start tightening the 18.5 feet of cable onto the drum and around the 
three pulleys. Once the cable has been tightened and correctly spooled on the 
drum, the lift should operate quietly and smoothly. It may take several cycles for 
the cable to fully stretch and tighten up around the drum and pulleys. Cable 
length is self-adjusting.  
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h. Check to ensure the cabinet is firmly attached to the spa and foundation and not 
pulling away or loosening.  

i. Check to make sure that the lift arm is not separating from the cover’s foam 
core. Unzip the cover to check, if needed. 

j. Turn the lift off when the cover is almost vertical, and the cable block is within 
6 inches of the column top. Pulse the opening switch until both blocks are 
connecting and not bending the cover. 

 
 
 
 
 

Troubleshooting  
 

14) Troubleshooting – The lift function is very similar to a garage door opener. The TAL’s               
movements are controlled by one magnetic sensor, a circuit board, and an open/close             
switch. 

 
a. Turning the key switch to the right (clockwise) in the open direction, engages a              

cable winch that in one continuous action, raises the slide column, folds the             
cover, and lifts the cover to the up-right position. The motor will stop when the               
circuit board senses an amperage spike caused by the resistance of the cable             
block being drawn down snuggly onto the slide column’s top. An obstruction,            
heavy water-soaked cover, heavy snow load, or jerky operation, can also cause a             
similar amperage spike that will shut off the motor. The motor will automatically             
reset.  

b. Turning the key switch to the left (counter-clockwise) in the close direction, will             
reverse the cable winch, and with the assistance of gravity and springs, allows             
the cover to unfold and fall back onto the spa, and the slide column retracts back                
into the cabinet. When the slide column is fully retracted into the cabinet, the              
cable becomes loose and CTB sensor senses this and shuts off the motor. 

i. If at any time during opening or closing, the cover is obstructed or             
interfered with causing a loose cable, the motor will shut off. If this             
interference is momentary or temporary and cable’s tautness        
instantaneously resumes, switch operation in both directions will resume         
after the motor automatically resets. If the obstruction remains and the           
cable remains loose, the only direction the motor will rotate is in the             
opening direction. This will tighten the cable to allow full switch operation            
in either direction. Sometimes after this type of occurrence, the cable’s           
track on the drum may require several complete cycles to wind the cable             
back into its optimal spooling. 

ii. If the cable is taut, the motor will rotate in either direction allowing the              
operation in either directions. 
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Problem Cause Solution 

No movement in either 
direction 

No Power ● Check GFI 
● Check breaker panel. 

 Switch 
 

● Check switch for any obvious 
problems. 

● Check for loose wires or wires 
crossing onto other terminals. 

● Access the PCB enclosure and 
make sure the switch wire is firmly 
connected to the PC board. 

 Programmable Control Board 
(PCB) 

● Check the two fuses on the PCB 
1A 250VAC 5x20MM 
10A 250VAC 5x20MM 

● Check for evidence of a lightning 
strike or power surge that could 
have damaged the PCB. T 

Powered but will not open Switch ● Check switch for any obvious 
problems. 

● Check for loose wires or wires 
crossing onto other terminals. 

● Access the PCB enclosure and 
make sure the switch wire is firmly 
connected to the PC board. 

 Programmable Control Board 
(PCB) 

● Check the two fuses on the PCB. 
See above 

● Check for evidence of a lightning 
strike or power surge that could 
have damaged the PCB  

● Note - There are no sensor or 
circuit board faults that will stop 
the motor rotating in the opening 
direction 

Powered but will not close Switch ● Check switch for any obvious 
problems. 

● Check for loose wires or wires 
crossing onto other terminals. 

● Access the PCB enclosure and 
make sure the switch wire is firmly 
connected to the PC board. 

 Cable Tension Bracket (CTB) ● Check CTB and make sure it is 
functioning correctly.  

● Check CTB and make sure the 
bracket moves freely and not stuck 
in the open position. An open 
position is when the magnet and 
sensor are in their farthest apart 
orientation. An open position will 
indicate to the PCB that the cover 
is now closed (loose cable) and the 
motor should stop rotating in the 
closed direction. (See below) 

● If the lift opened fully and will not 
close, check and makes sure the 
magnet is insides the sensor’s 
magnetic plane. To test this, use a 
drill to reverse the motor and 
loosen the tautness of the cable. 
Make sure the lift operates in both 
directions.  Re-open the cover to 
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its fully open position and with the 
cable is taut. If the lift will not 
close the magnet is outside the 
sensor’s magnet plane. Contact 
your spa technician.  

● Note – The magnet sensor on the 
CTB is the only fault that will stop 
the motor from rotating in the 
closed direction. The motor will 
not rotate in the closing direction 
if a loose cable is sensed by the 
CTB.  

 Programmable Control Board 
(PCB) 

● Check the two fuses on the PCB. 
See above 

● Check for evidence of a lightning 
strike or power surge that could 
have damaged the PCB  

Motor does not shut off at 
end of closing cycle with 
the switch engaged 

Cable Tension Bracket (CTB) ● Check CTB and make sure the 
bracket moves freely and not stuck 
in the closed position. A closed 
position is when the magnet and 
sensor are in their closest 
orientation (pushed back against 
the cabinet wall) The most 
common problem is the bracket 
rubbing against the motor mount 
bracket where it is attached. This 
will indicate to the PCB that the 
closing is not complete and will 
continue to rotate the motor till 
closing is complete. If the CTB is 
stuck in the closed position the 
motor will continue to rotate if the 
switch remains engaged. (See 
below)  

Motor does not shut off at 
end of opening cycle with 
the switch engaged 

Programmable Control Board 
(PCB) 

● Consult your dealer or Nerok. This 
is a PCB or firmware problem. 

Slide column does not 
retract into the cabinet 
with the switch engaged 

Obstructed collar or cable ● Check for any interference by 
snow, ice or any other obstruction.  

● Note - If the slide column is 
obstructed and does not retract 
during closing, the CTB will sense a 
loose cable and shut off the motor  

 
 

Cable Tension Bracket (CTB) 

 
Open Position               Closed Position 
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                                             Open Rotation Only           Open/Close Rotation  
                                                    Loose Cable                        Taut Cable 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maintenance and Repair 
 

15) Seasonal Maintenance 
 

a. Check arm’s attachment to cover. 
b. Check cabinet secure attachment to spa and foundation. 
c. Check inside cabinet for anything that could obstruct operation. 
d. Check cable for fraying. 

 
16) Wire Cable Replacement.  

 
i. To replace the cable first disconnect the power from the lift.  

ii. Open the front panel of the cabinet. 
iii. Disconnect the eyelet end from the cable block on top of the cover. This              

will require a 5/32 hex head Allen wrench. 
iv. With a drill, rotate the motor and cable drum assembly to unspool the             

cable until all the cable is unspooled and the drum’s cable slot is facing              
downward. This slot is accessible on the lower left side of the drum (motor              
side). The cable retention cage has an access point where the old cable             
stop can be released, and the new one can be connected.  

 

 
Cut-out showing drum and cable slot 

(Installer’s Trick – Tape a flexible wire or thin rope to the end of the cable stop and pull the rope                     
thru the pulleys as you remove the old cable. Use this rope to pull the new                
cable back thru the pulleys. The cable stop will require some maneuvering            
to get it thru all the pulleys and the back of the cable cage since.) 
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v. Pull the new cable in from the top of the slide column and thru the lower                
and upper pulleys and down to the cable drum.  

vi. Feed the cable into the cable retention cage from the top and then around              
the back of the drum. There are two cross bolts keeping the cage close to               
the cable drum; one in the lower front and one in the lower back. Make               
sure the cable is not miss-routed outside these retaining bolts and is snug             
around the drum. Connect the eyelet. 

 
Bottom Up View of Cage 

 
 

                               
 (Installer’s Trick – Raise the column and put a quick clamp on it to hold it above the cable drum 

for easier access and viewing.) 
 

17) Cable Issues. 
 
Rough or Noisy lift movement. 

a. Rough or noisy operation of the lift ca be caused by a kinked cable. The               
complete path of the cable is a trapped path and there are no bearings used               
on the cable drum or pulleys. Most issues involving smoothness of operation            
can be corrected by replacing the cable. 
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Bad Cable 

b. The slide column in suspended by the cable and slides freely up and down              
thru plastic top and steel collar. All points of contact are nylon rollers. 

 
 
 

18) Chain Tightening 
 

i. Disconnect the power to the lift. 
ii. Unscrew the back-cover panel.  

iii. Locate the three bolts holding the motor to the motor bracket.  
iv. Loosen the bolts ½ a turn, do not remove them. This will require a ½” 

wrench. The bolts go thru upward slotted holes that allow the chain to be 
tightened by pushing the motor to the back of the cabinet.  

v. Put pressure on the motor or tap lightly with a rubber mallet. This allows 
the motor to slide upward along the slotted hole, tightening the chain. 

vi. Retighten the bolts. 
 

19) Programable Control Board (PCB) Enclosure Access 
 

i. Disconnect the power to the lift. 
ii. Unscrew the back-cover panel.  

iii. To gain access to the PCB, locate the two bolts on the upper right of the                
motor mount bracket along the back wall of the cabinet below the PCB             
enclosure and loosen them. Do not completely remove the nuts.  

 
Photo to be added 

 
iv. Slide the bracket upward to release the bracket from the slotted holes.            

(Installer’s Trick – have a 12” high box or equivalent just outside the             
cabinet to act as a work surface for wiring. The wires are just long enough               
to accommodate these conveniences without causing problems inside the         
cabinet.)  

 
20) Rotate the Shoulder Pivot Axis, Nerok Part 03-01, so the axis’s top hole is positioned in                

the 12 o’clock position and matching up the shoulder bracket holes. To rotate the axis,               
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hand tighten two Head Cap Screws into the axis and use a plastic or wood dowel to                 
rotate the axis to the desired position. Remove the screws and begin attached the arm.               
The cover should lay flat on the spa without being either being pulled down or pushed                
up when attached to the cabinet.  

 
                     Incorrect                Correct 

 
 

21) Swim Spa Package – The Swim Spa package consist of two complete lifts and are               
programmed to be operated by one master switch. The installation of these lifts is the               
same as for a standard lift except for connecting a control wire from the master lift to                 
the slave lift. This allow the master lift switch to control both lifts in unison. The                
maximum height of the swim spas this lift can be attached is 47”  
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